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Why am I here

Let’s Get Uncomfortable 

https://www.statnews.com/2021/05/19/doctors-should-talk-

about-race-and-racism-with-their-patients/
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Why am I here

Beginning honest conversations about race, and the 
advantages I have benefited from

School/ Upbringing

Financial Support from Family

Undergraduate/Graduate School

Financial Assistance 

Loans, Loan Repayment



Health: Fairness vs. Equity 

Fairness

Equity



Health Fairness 



Health Equity 



How do we get there???

 The first step in achieving Health Equity is realizing the healthcare and 

behavioral health care systems are not broken



How do we get there???

 The first step in achieving Health Equity is realizing the healthcare and 

behavioral health care systems are not broken

THEY WORK EXACTLY AS THEY WERE 

DESIGNED TO WORK



Healthcare Disparity

 Disparities present in situations in which systemic problems play out across 

different demographics

 This could be between gender, ethnicity, race, or other demographic 

categories. 



Healthcare Disparity

 While this often is not explicitly biased it does have implications that 

impact people differently. 



Healthcare Disparity

 Show me the money!!!



Healthcare Disparity

 WA Median Income: $78,687

 Yakima County Income: $56,233

 YVFWC Patient Population:



Healthcare Disparity

 Show me the money!!!



Healthcare Disparity

 https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2012/08/01/157664524/how-
the-poor-the-middle-class-and-the-rich-spend-their-money



Healthcare Disparity

 https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2012/08/01/157664524/how-
the-poor-the-middle-class-and-the-rich-spend-their-money

When people who live in 

poverty spend money it 

disproportionately impacts 

their spending ability in 

ways that do not occur for 

wealthy individuals 



Wealth and Health

 Even Toilet paper cost more when you have less money!

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/03/08/why-the-

poor-pay-more-for-toilet-paper-and-just-about-everything-else/
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Wealth and Health

 The Unites States often prides itself as a Capitalist country and touts the 

benefits from such a system. 

 Innovation and the promise of making money can help motivate people 

to pursue healthcare careers, entrepreneurship, and inventions. 

 How might Capitalism make things harder for those accessing these 

systems???

 Cost of medication, healthcare, and a “pay to play” process. 



COVID

 Disproportionate impact among minorities

 New approaches to address COVID better suited for richer, English 

speaking, white communities

 Roll-out of vaccines (even with efforts to address minorities) still 

demonstrated disparities. 



A trip to the clinic

 From when a patient wakes up to when they are in an exam room with me a 
lot happens

 Regular schedule (Patient may have needed to cancel work or other 
appointments to come to the clinic)

 Even a free appointment is not free to the patient

 Getting to the clinic (walk, bus, car [ride/drive])

 Access to the building and money for this ride can be the difference between Equity 
and Disparity

 How does Tele-health play into this (easier access in regards to travel, but internet 
access/cost might be more of a burden)



A trip to the clinic

 Checking in (insurance, stigma, language)

 Are you eligible for why you are at the clinic (insurance coverage, copays, and 

diagnostic driven requirements)

 Checking out (follow up, referrals, and follow through)

 Medication

 Skills/education

 Referral (another appointment and repeating the process with another system)



NO SHOW POLICIES

 Within many practices there are policies regarding how to respond to a 

consumer who misses appointments or cancels with little notice

 Have you experienced this???

 What might be some reason why people are unable to attend an 

appointment???

 How does this play out across different people???



Primary Care Behavioral Health (PCBH)

 How does integrated behavioral health work

 Why is this different than treatment as usual

 How this addresses Equity barriers. 



Transportation, Language, Socioeconomic 

Status (SES), and Rural care

 PCBH addresses these barriers by:

 Same day visits (one trip to the clinic, many visits with many professionals)

 Interpretation (live, telephonic, or video)

 Working with all patients regardless of insurance, age, or condition

 Providing behavioral health in areas that behavioral health is often scarce 

and/or unavailable



The Vision

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNhcY6fTyBM&ab_channel=TEDxTalks

Health Equity is possible, but it will require many 

industries and all organizations to contribute 

and change to address the impact we have on 

some of our most vulnerable people. 

No one person (or one organization) can do 

this alone.

All of us must do something!



The Vision

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNhcY6fTyBM&ab_channel=TEDxTalks
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The Vision
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Books for consideration

 The Second: Race and Guns in a Fatally Unequal America

 By: Carol Anderson

 The Whiteness of Wealth

 By: Dorothy A. Brown

 Black man in a white coat 

 By: Damon Tweedy
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